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Justice backs SolarCity antitrust action
against new Salt River Project charges

Obama Sets 50 Miles Per Gallon Standard
For U.S. Vehicle Fleet By 2025

Georgia Power speeds coal ash cleanup
as state drafts first regs

BY CHAD WOODWORTH
In landmark rules that advocates said would save U.S. motorists $1.7 trillion in fuel
costs and strike an historic blow against climate change, the Obama administration
Tuesday finalized new fuel efficiency and greenhouse emission standards for model
year...
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New gas pipelines could delay clean
energy transition—Cantwell
Sweden moves to build new nukes; cut
taxes on existing units
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FuelCell Energy to sells largest turnkey
plant in the North America to Dominion
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EU court overturns crippling duty on U.S.
ethanol imports
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Maine PUC eyes ‘non-transmission
coordinator’ to up distributed energy

Not a subscriber yet? Contact Sabrina Ousmaal to start a free trial at
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House passes bill to delay new ozone
standard deadlines
Texas regulators oppose EPA methane
rules
MISO says planned coal plant retirements
threaten power reserves by 2017
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DTE Energy to close two-thirds of its coal
fleet by end of 2023
CPP critics say court stay delays
compliance deadlines, too
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